
A Platform for the 2016 Federal Election 
Port Augusta – Whyalla – Port Pirie 

“Transforming the Upper Spencer Gulf:  Sustainability – Innovation – Liveability” 

 

Our region - and our three cities - are in transition. 

 

The broader Upper Spencer Gulf is blessed with some of the most significant mineral and renewable energy 

resources, natural biodiversity and landscapes in the world. 

 

Whyalla, Port Augusta and Port Pirie form the nucleus of the Upper Spencer Gulf. We have a strong heritage, 

culture and capability in manufacturing and also provide a range of retail, sports, arts, health, education and 

specialist services for surrounding Mid North, Eyre Peninsula and Far North communities. 

 

We have enormous potential to build on these comparative strengths and develop into a hub for renewable 

energy generation and testing; event and marine-based tourism; defence; value-adding and innovation in 

agriculture; and advanced manufacturing to support the mining and energy sectors. 

 

To achieve this, we must overcome a number of challenges, including the loss of over 2,000 jobs - or 4% of the 

region’s population - over the past 18 months, due to the exit of major employer Alinta Energy in Port Augusta, 

continuing uncertainty at Whyalla’s Arrium OneSteel plant, a raft of job losses at nearby mining and resource 

sector operations; and persistently high unemployment in Port Pirie. 

 

Some inroads have already been made, with the Nyrstar smelter transformation to a new multi-metals recovery 

facility, the expansion of the Cultana Defence Training Area, new enterprises like Sundrop Farms and Muradel 

and leading research through the Spencer Gulf ecosystems and development initiative. 

 

We now seek commitment from all lower house candidates for the seat of Grey, along with potential senators, 

to support and strongly advocate for five key initiatives we believe will help secure our future: 

1. Support for securing a viable and sustainable future for the Whyalla steelworks. 

 

2. Support for solar thermal electricity generation and a renewable energy test-site for Port Augusta. 

 

3. Support for stage 2 of the Port Pirie Nyrstar redevelopment, with a focus on processing e-waste. 

 

4. Support for implementing a new model of higher education and research across the Upper Spencer 

Gulf to secure the region as the “Centre for Arid Innovation”. 

 

5. Support to amend Commonwealth Government procurement policies to maximise local content as a 

condition of all direct spend contracts and grant funding. 

 

 

  



1. A viable and sustainable future for the Whyalla steelworks 

Including: 

 

 Support for upgrade and modernisation of the Whyalla steelworks to ensure the future viability of 

the facility. 

 

 Support for Oz Minerals recently announced plans to build a new copper concentrate treatment 

plan in Whyalla. 

 

 Support for all Federal Government construction contracts and grant funding to mandate use 

of steel from Australian-standard certified fabricators and mills. 

 

 

2. Solar thermal electricity generation and a renewable energy test-site for Port Augusta 

Including: 

 

 Support for commercial build of a new, grid connected solar thermal electricity generation plant 

in Port Augusta. 

 

 Support for establishment of a research and development site to trial and test new renewable 

energy and complementary technologies to better understand their reliability and 

commercialisation opportunities. 

 

 

3. Global e-waste processing at Port Pirie 

Including: 

 

 Support for Stage Two of the Nyrstar redevelopment to incorporate e-waste processing into the 

operation, to realise the full value of recoverable metals. 

 

 Support for Port Pirie as a global centre for e-waste recovery and related industries. 

 

 

4. A new model of higher education and research to secure the region as the “Centre for Arid 

Innovation” 

Including: 

 

 Support to establish a ‘Community-Owned Higher Education and Research Centre’ to build local 

technical, scientific and professional capability by coordinating and brokering the needs of 

existing and emerging industry with local business, community leaders and the most relevant and 

cost-effective vocational, higher education and research expertise. 

 

 Support to establish the Upper Spencer Gulf as the ‘Home of Arid Innovation’ incorporating a 

research hub to trial and test new renewable energy technology; provide applied research, skills 

and training for the mining sector, with a particular focus on copper and magnetite; research 

and demonstration of innovation in arid-environments water treatment and supply; and build on 

existing agricultural, horticultural and marine research. 

 

 

5. Amend Commonwealth Government procurement policies to maximise local content as a 

condition of all direct spend contracts and grant funding 

Including: 

 

 Review of Commonwealth procurement rules, Government procurement policies and policies 

related to Commonwealth funded construction projects to maximise local content, economic 

and community benefit. 

 

 Maximising Upper Spencer Gulf business opportunities associated with all aspects of expansion 

and future operation, supplies and maintenance to the Cultana Training Area; and future 

construction of Defence vehicles and vessels. 


